**FLOOR DRAIN WITH HEAVY DUTY ROUND STAINLESS STEEL STRAINER**

- HEAVY DUTY STAINLESS STEEL STRAINER
- VANDAL RESISTANT STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS
- FULL 4" (100) THROAT
- WIDE ANCHOR FLANGE
- A1 8"(200) DIAMETER BODY
- TRAP PRIMER BOSS

**WEEPHOLES FOR DOUBLE DRAINAGE**

**MACHINED INTEGRAL BODY THREADS**

(4" (100) N.P.S.)

**FLOOR DRAIN WITH HEAVY DUTY SQUARE STAINLESS STEEL STRAINER**

- HEAVY DUTY STAINLESS STEEL STRAINER
- VANDAL RESISTANT STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS
- FULL 4" (100) THROAT
- WIDE ANCHOR FLANGE
- A1 8"(200) DIAMETER BODY
- TRAP PRIMER BOSS

**WEEPHOLES FOR DOUBLE DRAINAGE**

**MACHINED INTEGRAL BODY THREADS**

(4" (100) N.P.S.)

**5" x 5" (125 x 125)**

**6" x 6" (150 x 150)**

**8" x 8" (200 x 200)**
MIFAB AREA DRAIN FEATURES

F1340
FLOOR DRAIN WITH 12” ROUND ADJUSTABLE TRACTOR GRATE

- 3/8” (9) MAXIMUM WIDTH DRAINAGE SLOTS
- 1” (25) THICK, DUCTILE IRON, ADJUSTABLE, TRACTOR GRATE ASSEMBLY (F1340-4)
- WIDE ANCHOR FLANGE
- A2 DEEP SUMP BODY

F1440
FLOOR DRAIN WITH 12” SQUARE ADJUSTABLE TRACTOR GRATE

- 3/8” (9) MAXIMUM WIDTH DRAINAGE SLOTS
- 1” (25) THICK, HINGED DUCTILE IRON ADJUSTABLE, TRACTOR GRATE ASSEMBLY
- HINGE PIN (BOTH SIDES)
- WIDE ANCHOR FLANGE
- A2 DEEP SUMP BODY

WEEPHOLES FOR DOUBLE DRAINAGE